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In case you haven't noticed the short course yard season is almost already over! 
If you haven't made it to a meet yet that's too bad because you missed some interest
ing new developments. I remember everyone's shock and surprise when we showed up 
for the first SCY meet in December at Wauwatosa West HS and found no starting blocks! 
The next meet in January, also at Tosa West, there were new blocks. But they had been 
placed on that thin island between the diving well and the racing pool. As has been said 
many times by many different voices, ''the only thing that is inevitable is change." Or, 
something like that. I should have called Herb Howe for the correct Latin interpretation 
of the phrase, or a quote from Homer or Virgil. 

In February we had our annual Madison meet. It was a beautiful, warm, sunny 
day. We had a record number of entries - 7 4! But, we had 15 no-shows! I guess it was 
too nice a day. Compared to a couple of years ago when we had blizzard conditions and 
60 people still braved the weather and found their way to our humble pool at the Madison 
East Y. Much like the weather that greeted us on our way to Baraboo when March's 
weather roared in like a lion . 

Dick Pitman-LMSC Chair 

Baraboo put on a very nice meet and was understandably disappointed that the weather kept so many people 
away. They had 47 entries and probably 10-12 no-shows. Well, actually, many people called Barboo and said they did 
not want to travel in blizzard conditions. This was Baraboo's first Masters meet and they made sure that people were 
reminded that Baraboo is the home of Circus World Museum by giving each participant a box of Animal Crackers! They 
were faced with the usual questions regarding Masters: Do women and men swim in the same heats? Do you run sepa
rate heats for age groups? Do you have an awards ceremony? After convincing them that Masters meets are a much 
more low key event than any age group meet they've ever run, they settled back and ran a first rate meet while we swam 
and ate our animal Crackers. Some state records were broken, some new friends made, some new Masters swimmers 
recruited. There were some heroic efforts made to get to Baraboo. John Bauman came from West Allis by himself! Harlan 
Drake was supposed to come with him but couldn't make it at the last moment. Gordon Schalla and his son, Garry, came 
on Hwy 33 all the way from near West Bend. This is Garry's first Masters season. And Gordon's 30th season? I'm not 
sure, but Gordon has been swimming since before I started in '83. 

I mentioned Herb Howe above. Herb retired from swimming exhibitions in 2000. On March 21 this year Herb aged 
up. He turned 90. I'm disappointed that he retired prematurely. We would have liked to have had Herb become the first 
swimmer in Wisconsin Masters to compete in the 90-94 age group. It looks like that honor will fall to Lynn Surles, who 
continues to show young novice swimmers that it is possible to swim a 50 free under 42 seconds when you are 84! Lynn 
is what is known as a "drop-dead sprinter." Herb was known for his distance swimming prowess. Herb still holds state 
records in the 1650, 1500, and 1000 set back in 1975! You can check out records at our website: www.swim-wimas
ters.org. 

By the time you receive this newsletter the State Meet will be just about here. So, I will report on that in the next 
newsletter. But, you will receive this newsletter in time to make plans for the Badger State Games. As many of you know, 
B~G is an annual event sponsored origonally by the State of Wisconsin in a sort of quasi-official way back in the early 
years of the Thompson Administration . It is not sanctioned by USMS or Wisconsin Masters Swim Committee. Now it 
belongs to the Wisconsin Sports Development Corporation, who in September, is also sponsoring the Madison lronman 
Triathlon. What most of us care about is the Masters Swimming venue which takes place the last Sunday in June - June 
30th this year - at Shorewood Village pool.The Shorewood pool is a jewel in Madison - maybe Wisconsin. It's a 10 lane 
50 meter pool. Since 1999 the Wisconsin Masters Aquatic Club has provided the electronic timing used for this meet. This 
year we are adding three new events: 50 breast, 50 back, and 100 fly. I tried to get the 400 IM, 200 fly, 200 back, and 
200 breast but was voted down. So, we'll see how these three shorter events go and re-evaluate post meet. See you at 
Badger State Games! 

There's been some talk about a Long Course meet in Appleton this summer ... ... . 

"Tater People" ... Some people never seem motivated 
to participate, but are just content to watch while others do 
the work. They are called "Speck Taters". 

You know you are from Wisconsin when "vacation" 
means going up nort' to Crivitz for the weekend. 



Just Like Mom and Dad 
. Did you know that you inherit at 
least half of your flexibility, strength, speed, 
and endurance from your parents? Yes -
according to a study by York University in 
Ontario, Canada. Other characteristics 
such as blood volume, muscle develop
ment, and heart size are also inherited 
accord ing to these same researchers. 

Lesson : Pick your parents carefully! 

"A man of sixty 
has spent twen
ty years in bed 
and over three 
years eating." 

-Arnold Bennett 
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Postal Pentathlon 
Results! 

Three Wisconsin Masters swim
mers participated in the Minnesota 2001 
Postal Pentathlon meet this year and 
recorded top fin ishes in their age group 
and distance. John Bauman (70-74), 
Edie Jacobsen (50-54) , and Howard 
Neff (40-44) each won the lronman 
(woman) division in their respective age 
groups! For those that don't know this 
means they each swam a 200 fly, 200 
back, 200 breast, 200 free, and 400 IM in 
one meet with their pentathlon time being 
the aggregate time of those ind ividual 
events. Congratulations John, Edie, 
and Howard! 

Art Luettke may have claimed to put in a hard day in the pool 
at Baraboo. But pictures never lie, do they??????? 
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Allow me to introduce myself. I am The 
Bunny. First name "The", last name 

"Bunny", and I am a velveteen rabbit. But, I 
am not merely a rabbit. I am much more than 

that. I am an aficionado of the sport of swim
ming. Sound Outrageous? Maybe so but I've 
been there. I've been to countless swim meets, 
practices, and training trips so take my word for 
it. I have quite a bit to say about it all. I've 
decided that after years of silence I will 

break free and relate to others the wis
dom and experiences I have 

acquired. You can look for me to 
do so in this, and future, 

newsletters ... 

There has been some talk about a Long Course 
meet in Appleton this summer, but there defi
nitely will be a LC meet in Cleveland, OH - the 
USMS National LC Meter Championships. It is 
not too early to begin making your plans. Let's 
see if we can get a LARGE Wisconsin contin
gent to go. We don't get too many National 
Championship meets in our "back yard". So 
lets take advantage of this opportunity. 

Enjoying a break in 
the action at the 
Baraboo ' . meet are: 
Front - Connie Weich, 
Dick Pitman; . Back: 
Suzi Green (standing) , 
Mike Rubans, -M~n,
ing), Monique Karlpu , 
Jennife·r , , •' Hartzell , 
_Arietta Claus.s; · Sara 

· Allen (w~th · .camera), 
' Jerry Lourigah,· < a,nd 

Jeff Bauer. · ·. 

GREAT LAKES ZONE LMSC 
CHALLENGE 

Melissa Rinker, GLZ Chair 

' Hi Everybody! Hope you are all swimming 
fast, and especially having a great time. It's Melissa 
Rinker, GLZ Chair. I have been notified by a gentle
man in Ohio named Barry Walsh that a meet has been 
designated as the Great Lakes LMSC Challenge! It 
will be in Bowling Green, Ohio, on April 27 and 28th. 
They plan to give out awards for the GLZ and keep 
score. A perpetual plaque will note the winning LMSC 
on it. They have worked so hard and I hope a lot of us 
can come to Bowling, Green and support this event. 
Thanks to Barry and Larry Fruth who will be the meet 
director for this. 

Now, go to Ohio website and scroll to events. 
A schedule will come up. Scroll down .. . now this is very 
important...lt will be listed as the State of Ohio 
Championships. When you go to downloa.d the meet 
entry information, it will come up as the Great La~es 
LMSC Challenge. I just don't want anyone to get con
fused because initially it says .State of Oh io 
Championships. Let's pass tt,e word to all the club.s in 
our area/states and pump this one up! 

Thanks - Melissa Rinker 
Editor's note: Melissa neglects to list the Qhio website 
"address"! However, this e-mail came from 
lndy605@aol.com so my suggestion wo.uld be to try to 
contact Melissa through e-mail. 
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PREVENTING DIABETES 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Service 

You've already been bombarded with all kinds of reasons to eat right and exercise. But just in case you need 
another reason .. . A recent study found that simple lifestyle changes may greatly reduce your risk of Type 2 diabetes. 
Participants in the study added an average of 30 minutes per day of walking or some other moderate exercise to 
their routines. In addition, they were given tips on healthy eating. Most of the participants lost 5 to ·7 percent of their 
weight and reduced their risk of Type 2 diabetes by up to 58 percent. Sixteen million people in the United States are 

affected by diabetes and Type 2 diabetes accounts for an estimated 95 percent of those cases. 

~uzi Green and Steve Justinger enjoy 
a few moments of relaxation between 
·events at the Baraboo meet. 

FALLING IS A 
TOP SAFETY CON

CERN 

. According to the National Safety 
• _Council, falls are the most common source of 
injury for older people. And today we have many 
people over the age of 60 at work. 

The fact is that people of any age can fall. 
·tt is one of the most common workplace injuries. 
Most falls occur on flat surfaces when a person 
trips over something like an electrical cord or 

a tool, or slips on a wet spot on the floor. 
Swimming pool decks and bleachers 

have to rank right up there among 
those places that have wet 

spots. 

FEELING DEPRESSED? 
HAVE A PLATE OF FISH 

The American Psychiatric Association recently pre
sented a study that shows that people who eat at least one 
serving of fish per week have a lower risk for depression. 
Study participants at Finland's University of Kuopio complet
ed a questionaire that measured symptoms of depression 
and how often they ate fish. Results showed that rates o 
depression were a third higher for infrequent fish eaters. This 
increased risk may be associated with lower intake of omega-
3 fatty acids, polyunsaturated fatty acids found in seafoo 
that play a critical role in maintaining good health. Eating 
foods like salmon that are rich in omega-3 can't hurt an 

could help individuals ward off the bu/es. 

"Tater People" .. . Some people can 
put up a front and pretend to be 
someone they are not. They are 
called "Emma Taters." 

PREVENTING CATARACTS 
While most people who have cataract surgery are 

over 60 the causes for these cataracts are usually found early 
in life. Following are some steps that may help to prevent 
cataracts: 

*Protect your eyes from ultraviolet radiation. WEAR 
SUN GLASSES. 

. *Take antioxidants. A study conducted by Tufts 
University suggests that taking 400 mg of vitamin C a day can 
reduce the risk for severe cataracts by 77 percent. Vitamin E 
is also helpful. · 

*Be sure to get enough magnesium in your diet. 
Magnesium helps dilate blood vessels in the eyes. 

*Drink six 8 oz. glasses of water a day. This will help 
to remove toxins from eye lenses. 

*Eat less saturated fat. This nemesis in our diet trig
gers the formation of damaging free rad icals among other 

things! 
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"THE" Speaks on Superstitions .... 
Contributed by the velveteen rabbit known as "The Bunny" 

Now, I am quite knowledgeable on supersitions because I, myself, am one. (No, I have all my feet, thank you 
very much). Let me explain ... one day I was in Florida on a training trip with by buddies and we were napping before a 
practice. We awoke in time to pack our bags and stretch a little. The coach had been working the team pretty hard so 
we were hoping for a moderate practice that afternoon. While stretching, I was passed around the circle and practice 
was discussed. The desire for certain, specific sets was disclosed. As the team proceeded to practice, I found I was 
quite tired and stayed behind to continue napping. When the team arrived at practice that afternoon, lo and behold, the 
coach gave the set that had been discussed! OK, I'll admit it wasn't the exact set - but it was close enough . They could 
not figure out how it happened, though, because they knew that the coach couldn't possibly have overheard them. So, 
they wrote it off to coincidence and the thought of me having anything to do with it was dismissed. Until. .. 

Once or twice I was allowed to attend a swim meet (which really was enough for me; chlorine ... velvet...hello! 
Whodathunk you could get cottonmouth from taking a bath?) At one of my first meets, as I sat and watched, only one 
or two people spoke to me. But they seemed to be the ones swimming rather well. One of the other swimmers took 
notice of this and said to them, "you always swim well the THE is around, don't you?" After a short bout of cranial activ
ity it was agreed that this was indeed true but unknown as to why. Then someone recalled the incident from the Florida 
training trip. Those present did admit that that story seemed a bit far-fetched so the offer was made tor qthers·t6 speak 
with me before their next swims. Now wouldn't you know it, when it came time to swim, they did out~tanding!·to9'! From 
then on, I was allowed to travel to any and all meets and, received a special invitation to the end~of-the-year conf~rence 
meet. . · ' · 

At the conference meet there was a big to-do in the room I stayed in. The roomma~es p.erformed all the usual 
rituals like shaving, making prank phone calls, steamrolling, and so on. But in considering past incidences with me they 
decided to add something new. They sat in a circle with all their knees touching, opened' a bottle on non-alcoholic 
spritzer, toasted a season well done, and prepared for the most important moment...the declatation. Each individual had 
a chance to hold me and either quietly or out loud, declare their desires for the meet. They were allowed to say any
thing: a wish for the team, for themselves, a specific time, or just with for general good luck; When .the time came for 
the performance (again, believe it or don't believe it), amazingly whatever was declared came true. Hence my newfound 
role as a superstition. 

I realize this all sounds like a segment from Ripley's Believe It or Not. But it is 100% true. I'm not certain how 
or why I became a supersition or even how they work. Nor do I want to try and figure them out. In fact, that thought 
might even be considered sinful because like other beliefs, I am confident that superstitions serve a purpose and requir
ing an explanation would melt away all the magic involved. I can say this for sure though. The only thing better than 
having a superstition is being one. And I highly recomment it to anyone. 

FROM THE SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN AREA AGENCY ON AGING 
SENIOR NEWS AND VIEWS: 

Disease 
Researchers estimate that with

in 10 to 20 years, they will have 
unraveled the causes of 
Alzheimer's Disease and developed 
preventive measures. Reporting at 
the recent World Alzheimer Congress 
in Washington, D.C., revealed that 
today there are 20 million cases 
worldwide, 4 million in the U.S. 
alone. Without preventive med

icine, there will be three 
times that number of 

cases by the year 
2050. 

New 
Techniques 

Restore Sight 

Doctors now know how to take stem cells 
from a damaged eye, grow them in a dish, 

and put them back in place to restore eye
sight. The eye operations have been per
formed successfully on a number of patients 
and reported in the New England Journal of 
Medicine and Cornea. Patients treated had 
severely damaged corneas. Conventional 

corneal transplants were not an option. 
Damage usually consisted of scar

ring from chemical burns or 
inflammation. 
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Sepsis is one of 
world 's oldest and most 
deadly infections, killing 
some 500,000 Americans 
annually. Now Eli Lily & 
Company has developed 
Zovanat. The drug can stop 
the infection and break up 
the fatal blood clots that 
result. Human trials are 



"Retired" LMSC 
Chairman John 
Bauman takes to 
the "air waves" to 
check in swim
mers for the 1000 
yard freestyle at 
the March 16 
Tosa West Swim 
Meet. Three 
heats of swim
mers participated 
in the event. 

LMSC OFFICERS 
Chairman - Dick Pitman 

rpitman@restinobunbury.com 
Treasurer - Ingrid Stine 

wmac@execpc.com 
Registrar - John Bauman 
Secretary - Janet Schultz 
Newsletter - Nancy Kranpitz 

jnk@ new north. net 
Webmaster - Ray Diederich 
Long Distance - Eric Jernberg 
Coaches - Dick Pitman 
Sanctions - Eric Jernberg 
Officials - Debra Farrell 
Safety - Judy Davis 
Fitness - Judy Davis 
Toe Ten/Records - John Bauman 

wmac@execpc.com 

Life is a work of art, designed by the 
one who lives it. 

Madison East YMCA Masters Meet 
February 17, 2002 

Dick Pitman 

We had a record number of 74 entries! But, because of beautiful weather only 58 swimmers 
braved the warm sunshine to come to the meet. There were only two state record swims: Carrie 

Bunger of Madison lowered the 19-24 Women's 400 IM mark to 5:12.98 and Art Luettke lowered the 55-59 
Men's 100 free record to 00:59.72. 

There were a number of people swimming in their first ever Masters meet: Mark Minz of Grafton, Kathleen 
Anderson, Diane Austin, Kanndi Dick, Dick Emmerich, Monique Karlen, Gayle Kirchdoerfer, Hiroharu Okochi, 
Tim Potter and Fred Salzman (Tim and Fred did swim BSG last June), and Markus Schumann from Madison; 

Garry Schalla (Gordon's son) of Milwaukee; Linda Schaefer and Kathleen Higginbotham of Fish Creek and 
Sister Bay respectively; Jim Cherney from Stevens Point. The new people from Madison were surprised 

at how much fun they had. 
The meet got off to a bit of a late start due to a printer problem, but we still managed to finish just 

a little after 12:00 noon. Then, many of us retired to The Harmony Bar & Grill for much 
needed carbo replenishment. If you want results you can go to the Wisconsin 

Masters website at www.Swim-wimasters.org. While you're there 
check out everything else that is offered! 

"Tater People" - There are tho~e who love other:, and do what they say they will . They are always prepared 
to stop whatever they are doing and lend a helping hand. they bring real sunshine into the lives of others. They 
are called "Sweet Taters." 
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The Coaches Corner 
Pick Pitman 

I don't get to communicate with many of you 
because I don't know who you are. If you are coaching 
Masters in some capacity - part-time, full-time, paid, 
unpaid, under-paid, volunteer, etc. - please drop a line so 
we can start sharing ideas. I wish we could all meet on 
a somewhat regular basis ... like one or twice a year. But 
I know you're probably as busy as I am or busier. At 
least e-mail helps. Through e-mail I've been able to 
share workout ideas with Mike Ziniel in Sturgeon Bay 
and Mike Daley at Schroeder. We all pride ourselves on 
creating our own workouts, but sometimes the well is dry 
and we need to prime the pump. Sharing workouts and 
ideas helps. 

I received an e-mail from Rob Zeitner of Illinois, 
who is chairing a sub-committee in the Coaches 
Committee for USMS on the Coaches Manual which was 
in serious need of up-dating. Rob wants to try to put 
everything on-line so coaches can access it more easily, 
and it will be easier to update. He wants to rename it 
"Coaches Connection." By having Coaches Connection 
on-line coaches will have instant access to the latest 
ideas and developments in coaching: sports medicine, 
drills, workouts, long-distance training, open water, 
adaptive swimmers, and more. If anybody wants a copy 
of Rob's thesis (it's not very long - 1 & 1 /2 pages printed) 
just send me an e-mail. I'd be glad to forward it to you. 

One of the goals of USMS and the Coaches 
Committee of USMS, now chaired by Michael Collins, is 
to make Masters coaches more professional as well as 
better prepared. One thing proposed by the Safety 
Committee is to require Masters coaches to be certified 
in CPR, First-Aid and Safety Training for coaches. While 
some of us may know it all or none, and all of us should 
know some, you may want to start acquiring those skills. 
This is already required of ASCA coaches and it is just a 
desire to raise Masters coaches to those same stan
dards. 

TAKE NOTE!! 

WISCONSIN MASTERS 
WEBSITE 

www.swim-wimasters.org 

Check it out for the latest meet 
results, state records, and MORE! 
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I've talked with a few of you regarding 
Coaching Certification and sent you some information I 
have from 1998. It follows ASCA certification guidelines 
and at least gives you a track to follow. It is a course of 
accumulating points for various achievements. Let me 
know if you would like me to send this to you. I can't 
send it e-mail so give me an address. 

We received a request by Pablo Morales to 
pass out flyers for his swim camp that he will be hold
ing in Lincoln, NE in June. I replied that we would wel
come him to Wisconsin to do a swim clinic. I was even 
so brash as to invite him to our state Meet and/or 
Badger State Games. I also said we would hand out 
flyers for his swim camp at the State Meet. 

Also, concerning the State Meet, it was decid
ed that we would allow One Event Registrations for the 
State Meet at Schroeder. If one of your swimmers 
takes advantage of this discounted registration ($15 vs 
$25) they will only have 30 days to convert to a full 
membership. If, after 30 days, they decide they want to 
swim a sanctioned open water event, like the Racine 
Quarry Swim, they won't be able to unless they acquire 
a Full Membership in USMS. The One Event 
Registration is limited to 1 per year. Also, swimmers 
competing in the State Meet under the OER will not be 
eligible for State Records or National Top Ten. We 
made this decision in the effort to expose more swim
mers to the wonders of Masters Swimming. The 
national statistics for conversion from OER to Full 
Membership don't necessarily support our decision. 
However, to the new officers in WMSC we thought it 
was worth the effort. So, coaches: bring unwashed, 
uninitiated swimmers to the State Meet at Schroeder in 
April! Let me know if you need some OER forms. 

IYou know you're from Wisconsin when you measure I 
distance in hours. 

THANKS & HELP! 
Thank you so much to those of you 
who contributed your news and pic
tures for use in this newsletter. 
Please continue to mail or e-mail 
your swimming news to me. While 
digital cameras and e-mail make 
things EASY "regular'' photos copy 
better. This is YOUR newsletter! 
Thanks for helping make my job 
easier. 



POOL COURTESY 
David Samuelsohn 

From Making Waves - Lake Erie LMSC Newsletter - September 2001 

It's been a quarter century since a man first set foot on the moon. Since that time, miracles have become com
monplace. We can flash messages halfway around the world in a mill isecond. Laptop computers are far more powerful 
than the gigantic military computers of just a few decades earlier. The United States and Russia are planning a joint 
manned mission to Mars early next century. So why is it so difficult to find a pool where people can circle swim in har
mony? 

Why do men in shower caps want to swim in my lane and then push off right in front of me? And why does Mrs. 
Doe with the chin strap stand in front of the pace clock and ask me questions when I've on ly got two reps left in my 
descending set? Lord, give me strength! 

Since many of us have run into these and similar problems while trying to train during recreational swimming, let's 
take advantage of the power of the press and publish some conventions of courtesy for lap swimming. Copy or cut out 
the conventions printed below, bring them to your aquatics director and ask to have them posted at your pool! 

CONVENTIONS OF COURTESY - RULES OF THE ROAD FOR LAP SWIMMING 

©@ INIWfs INIIO@ INI® 

1. Swimming lanes usually are set up with 
certain lanes reserved for faster swimmers and others 
for use by medium-speed and slower swimmers. 
These are usually indicated with signs at the end of 
each lane or posted on a bulletin board. Most often 
the middle lanes are reserved for faster swimming and 
the outer lanes for slower swimming. 

2. The terms "faster" and "slower'' are relative. 
Check out the speed of the other swimmers and select 
a lane that is appropriate for you. Then notify the 
swimmers in that lane that you will be joining them. 

3. With two swimmers per lane, swimmers 
may opt to keep to one side or the other of the lane. 

4. Three or more swimmers in a lane MUST 
circle swim, keeping to the right at all times. 

5. If there is a workout set in progress, a 
swimmer may enter that lane only as a part of that set. 

6. Swimming within a lane is by agreement of 
the majority. Swimmers should arrange themselves in 
speed order, fastest to slowest. 

7. Slower swimmers should yield to faster 
swimmers. 

There are a few additional - shall we 
say - unofficial courtesies of which to 
be aware: 

1. Make sure your sidestroke 
kick stays in its own lane! 

2. Always check to make sure 
your nose isn't visibly running. (This is 
swimming, not running.) 

3. Please don't exhale in my 
face! 

1 . Don't stand in front of the pace clock. 
2. Don't interrupt a workout set. 
3. Warm up in a slower lane. 
4. At all times be aware of what's going on in 

your lane! If a swimmer behind you looks as though 
she or he may overtake you on the next lap, stop and 
wait at the wall. Let that swimmer pass first. (If this 
happens frequently, you're probably in the wrong 
lane.) 

5. If you need to stop, squeeze into the left 
corner of the lane so that other swimmers have ample 
room for turns. Likewise, at the end of a set, squeeze 
left so other swimmers can swim into the wall. 

6. Push off underwater to avoid making waves 
for oncoming swimmers. 

7. Keep your finger nails and toe nails 
trimmed. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: David Samuelsohn swims for Connecticut Masters. He has been struggling to train during 
lap swimming hours for more than a decade. 
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Carrie Bunger 
4th 800 Free 
4th 1500 Free 
5th 100 Free 
7th 200 IM 
7th 400 Free 
8th 200 Free 

Nancy Kranpitz 
4th 200 Fly 
7th 100 Fly 
9th 50 Fly 
9th 400 IM 

Carol Reinke 
1st 100 Breast 
2nd 50 Breast 
5th 100 IM 

22 
10:30.47 
19.43.69 
1 :07.21 
2:46.27 
5:12.09 
2:26.71 

56 
3:52.66 
1 :47.28 

:42.84 
8:04.19 

65 
1 :56.60* 

:53.79 
1 :51.30 

Individuals 

Betty Lorenzi 
1st 100 Back 
2nd 1500 Free · 
3rd 800 Free 
3rd 200 Free 
4th 400 Free 
6th 100 Free 
7th 50 Free 

Lynn Surles 
3rd 50 Free 
3rd 100 Free 
4th 200 Free 
4th 400 Free 

Dan Natali 
6th 200 Fly 

Gordon Schalla 
9th 50 Breast 

74 
1 :43.06* 
28.33.09 
15:06.85 
3:28.50 
7:29.40 
1 :37.47 

:44.94 

84 
:42.22 

1 :43.19 
4:37.09 
9:16.89 

53 
2:36.85 

75 
:56.07 

Edith Jacobsen 
8th 400 IM 
10th 200 Fly 

Nick Hansen 
3rd 50 Free 
5th 100 Free 

Ingrid Stine 
6th 200 Fly 
7th 400 IM 
8th 100 Fly 

John Bauman 
6th 100 Fly 

54 
7:21.77 
3:57.91 

24 
:24.62 
:56.01 

62 
4:18.09 
8:29.87 
2:04.76 

71 
1:51.45 

CONGRATULATIONS TO BETTY LORENZI AND CAROL REINKE FOR THEIR FIRST PLACE 
RANKINGS IN THE 100 BACKSTROKE AND 100 BREASTROKE RESPECTIVELY! THIS 
RANKING EARNS EACH OF THEM ALL-AMERICAN STATUS FOR THE 2001 SHORT 
COURSE METERS SEASON! WAY TO GO BETTY AND CAROL! 

Women 200+ 2nd 
200 Medley Relay 3:00.78 
Germaine Havel 53 
Carol Reinke 65 
Nancy Kranpitz 56 
Candy Christensen 54 

Women 240+ 2nd 
400 Medley Relay 7:16.0 
Betty Lorenzi 7 4 
Carol Smollen 57 
Nancy Kranpitz 56 
Ingrid Stine 62 

Relays 

Women 240+ 
400 Free Relay 
Ingrid Stine 
Betty Lorenzi 
Carol Smallen 
Nancy Kranpitz 

1st* 
6:37.52 
42 
74 
57 
56 

Mixed 200+ 
200 Free Relay 
Bruce Bader 
Harry Evans 
Ingrid Stine 
Julie Hall 

5th 
2:26.49 
51 
58 
62 
33 

CONGRATIONS TO INGRID STINE, BETTY LORENZI, CAROL 
SMOLLEN, AND NANCY KRANPITZ. THEIR 1 ST PLACE 
RANKING IN THE WOMEN'S 240+ 400 MR EARNED THEM 
ALL-AMERICAN RECOGNITION FOR THE SCM SEASON. 

CONGRATULATIONS, ALSO, TO BETTY LORENZI, DORIS 
KLITZKE, CAROL SMOLLEN AND INGRID STINE WHO 
EARNED ALL-AMERICAN STATUS IN THE SCY 55+ 400 
MEDLEY RELAY IN THE 2001 SCY RANKINGS. 
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Brother and sister 
Carl Lorentz and 
Janet Schultz are all 
smiles after Carl, 
their mom, and 
Carl's daughter sur
prised Janet at the 
Tosa West HS swim 
meet in March. 
Janet aged up at 
this meet and 
thought she would 
be celebrating the 
big event alone. But 
Carl, his daughter, 
and mom appeared 

deckside much to 
Janet's surprise 
when she exited the 
wall on the first turn 
of her 100 back
stroke race. The 
huge smile on 
Janet's face could
n't be washed away 
as she tried in vain 
to complete her 
race! Happy 
Birthday Janet! 
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